Our annual Symposium is where our faculty and graduate students present our latest work, including research on visual analytics, education, children’s technologies, accessibility, social media, tangible interaction, security and privacy, citizen science, wearables, making, and design.

**SAMPLE TOPICS:** Information Visualization • Making, Tangibles, Wearables • Accessibility • Education • Children’s Technologies • Social Media • Design

**WORKSHOPS AND TUTORIALS:** Event Sequence Analysis with EventFlow • Crafting Learning Technology Proposals • Reducing the Frequency and Emotional Consequences of Cyberbullying • Design for Mobile and Location-Aware Media • Designing Interfaces with Cognition in Mind • Introduction to Usability Testing

HCIL is a partnership of the University of Maryland Institute for Advanced Computer Studies (UMIACS) in the College of Computer, Mathematical and Natural Sciences (CMNS) and the College of Information Studies – Maryland’s iSchool.